
In a world where the Cold War rages on between the 
Axium Empire and the Republic of Travia, an energy 
source by the name of Optimite may change the 
frontlines. Reckless mercenaries have found a way to 
inject this source of power directly into their bodies 
to grow superhuman strength, seamlessly climb walls 
and leave a path of destruction in the wake of their 
fierce battles. In the midst of these battles, players take 
a stand against the malicious Adam Corporation as one 
of three characters – each with a unique style of play.
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Game Description

Fans of the genre know what’s in store for them in 
GunZ2: The Second Duel. As the official Sequel to 
GunZ: The Duel, the title that pioneered the Genre 
of Online Third Person Shooters in 2004, it’s bringing 
back insane “Wall Action” where players fight each 
other not only with guns, but also with acrobatics.
With improved controls, real-time physics effects, a 
cooperative campaign mode and an all new matchma-
king-system GunZ2: The Second Duel is taking 
Third Person Shooter-battles to an all new level.
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The Legend is back: 10 years after the phenomenona of that was GunZ: The Duel, insane “Wall Action” is back to 
turn online battles upside down.

Death from above: The environment is your ally! Seamlessly incorporate your surroundings into your movement 
for off-the-wall moves. Run up walls and strike down hard to destroy your enemies!

Take on the world: No matter wWhether you want to jump in and out of a quick match or organize within 
professional clans,. Wwith controls that are easy to pick up but hard to master, and a Matchmaking Service that pits 
you against players of your own skill, GunZ2 caters to all your gameplay needs.

Team up: Make your friends your into enemies in frantic PvP-Modes or team up to fight the malicious Adam Corpo-
ration in a cooperative campaign mode. Find the right strategy to defeat a continuously growing array of powerful 
bosses.

Three different character classes with unique gameplay and handling: Be an impenetrable wall 
as the Shield Trooper, let a hail of bullets (and grenades!) shower down upon your enemies as the Gunslinger or 
attack so quickly that your foes won’t even know what hit them as the Silent Avenger. This cast of playable characters 
will continuously be expanded to offer new gameplay challenges to dedicated players.

Be as unique as deadly: Power up your arsenal with an intricate enchant system. No items will go to waste as 
you take them apart and combine scrap parts for new gear. Stack up buffs for the perfect combination that fits your 
style of play. 

Amazing visuals for every hardware spec: GunZ2’s own RealSpace 3.0 Engine realizes detailed visuals even 
for low spec machines.

Minimum
Specification 

Recommended

Betriebssystem

CPU

Grafikkarte

RAM

Direct X

Festplattenspeicher

Windows XP Windows XP / Vista / 7

Intel Core2 DUO E2160
or AMD CPU of same level

Intel Core2 DUO E6550
Or AMD CPU of same level

GeForce 8600 GT GeForce GTS 250

2 GB 3 GB

Direct X 9.0c

2 GB


